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“Don’t waste your time playing computer games! Try THIS instead!”

Y O U C A N ’ T
M I S S I T :







I like a lot of things
and my interest always
increases and decreases and then
again increases, but
there’s something
what remains unchanged forever.
Although you make
physical effort, once
you have entered the
rhythm the effort is
not
a problem
anymore.
We used it for the
“exhibition for homeless children“ and we
raised a lot of money
thanks to this hobby.

Hi! Our names are
Asia and Kasia.
We live in Poland
and we have the
same passion. We
play
violin and
we really like it!
We want you to
know violin better.
continues on page 4
hSource: ttp://s388.photobucket.com/albums/oo327/kurayamiluna1218/?
action=view&current=Passion_Flower_Osaka.jpg&newest=1
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exercise and particularly aerobics.
Aerobics is one of the elements of physical activities. Aerobics is
a low to moderate exercise that lasts longer than ninety seconds.
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My name is Bike Alizade, I am 15 years old and I’m a student of Niyazi Türkmenoğlu
Anatolian High School. I study in the 9th grade and I live in Turkey, Van city.
I know, I am only 15 years old and as for most people, I may seem to be an
irresponsible teenager, but lately I’ve found something what I really like. That’s what
I wish I could mention as a hobby which I really like. And if I am able to do it, I will
do it with all my heart and mind.
I know, it seems rather fake but this is what I really want to do. I have a lot of
things I would like to bond my life with. I like a lot of things and my interest always
increases and decreases and then again increases, but there’s something what
remains unchanged forever. I really want to help orphan children.
I want to go to orphanage and support children. I want to help them find themselves. I want them to feel loved at least once in a while. I want them to feel needed
because they are needed. Just like any of us, they are needed and loved, and I’m sure
that one day they’ll be people who will always love them and treasure their existence.
I wish I could spend my free time with them, playing and fooling around together.
I want say to them “You must be strong no matter what and you have to hold onto
your beliefs through your life path” and then hold them tightly, letting them know
that they’re not alone. I want to say it
to them. To say that they have an older
sister, Bike, who will always support
them and will always be there for them.
I want to give hope to them.
Also I wish I could throw a party
overseas for them. Show them different
beautiful places and all the charm of
our world.
And I want to introduce them to
childless couples I know. Also I’ve read,
that there’re people who reunite orphan children with their families. I know I would
try it.
To put a shortly, I want happiness for all the people in the whole world. Because
I think that there’re no people who don’t deserve to be happy. So in my humble
opinion, this so-called hobby isn’t something selfish, it’s not about gaining all the
happiness to yourself only, but it’s about trying to give happy lives to lots of people.
If that’s what you call a hobby, then I think it’s one of the most helpful hobbies,
and I wish more people would like it and make many children and grown-ups happy.
And I believe that together we can make this world a better place. I believe that I can
make it.
Bike ALİZADE, 15, Turkey
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In any physical activity you must begin with
a warm-up routine and end in a cool-down routine. This is a good way to avoid injuries. A warmup helps your body prepare itself for exercise and
reduces the chance of injury. The warm-up
should be a combination of rhythmic exercise that
begins to raise the heart rate and raise muscle
temperature, and static stretching through a full
range of motion. Warm ups should last approximately 5 - 10

minutes and they should incor-

porate stretching of large muscle groups. After
any aerobic activity, the blood is pooled in the extremities, and the heart rate is elevated. The purpose of the cool-down is to bring the heart rate
down to near normal and to get the blood circulating freely back to the heart. Stopping abruptly
could result in fainting or place undue stress on

My hobby is reading books, playing violin as well as maths and sport. Many people believe
that reading is a thing of the past, that books are out of fashion. I however like reading very
much, emerge in the story. I think that this hobby has many positive sides. Firstly I can
take a book everywhere, for example to a train or a car. We don’t have to buy expensive,
things neither a camera nor software. All it takes is to go the library, borrow a book and
start reading. As I said before, I play the violin. In my free time, I return to material which I
played in the musical school. It is a great fun to me. I love maths as well. It is one of my
favourite subject. I like doing mathematical exercises and taking part in competitions. It is a
great fun to me. As I have already mentioned I am interested in sport too. Most of all hockey, football, volleyball, basketball and handball. I like doing these sports very much, and
watching games on TV.
Sport teaches us fair play and helps us improve. In winter I like skating which I enjoy
a lot. In summer, however I like riding a bike. These are nice ways of spending your leisure
time.
Dawid Wróbel, 14, Poland
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Violin is a string instrument
with four strings. It is the
smallest member of the violin
family of string instruments.
Bigger than violin are viola
and cello. The violin is sometimes called fiddle. So the person who plays violin is a violinist or a fiddler. A person
who makes or repairs violins
is called a luthier or simply a
violin maker. You can have
acoustic or electric violin. The
most popular violin maker
was Stradiwarius. Violin is
very difficult instrument to
learn, you must have a good
hearing to play it. This instrument has various sizes. We
play size 4/4 (full size). We
play in many places. From
church through music school
to scout band. Violin is a great
instrument because you can

VIOLIN

play it everywhere. It's easy to
take it with you wherever you
go and you can play on it every
type of music. On the internet
you can find a lot of artists who
play different types of music
on this instrument. For example David Garrett is making
old rock songs from bands like
Nirvana on violin. Vanessa
Mae plays something like
dance music. So really, you
mustn't play only classical music on it. You can play whatever you want ! And this is what
we love in it.
Joanna Margas and
Katarzyna Olszewska , 16, Poland
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My hobby was and will always be dancing.
Dancing is a form of communication: between you and your body , between you and
other people. It is a nonverbal communication, spontaneous, created by musical rhythm.
I first danced when I was eleven - twelve years old. I did modern dance and dancing
was a way of relaxation. I was performing every weekend, two hours each Saturday,but
these hours were sufficient to let worries aside and to be in my world.These three years
I danced were the years when I felt more free and more healthy.
I believe that everyone should dance at least an hour a week because dancing keeps
you fit and it is a great way to get rid of stress.
Although you make physical effort, once you have entered the rhythm the effort is not
a problem anymore.
In my opinion, a person who practices dancing can be compared with a person who
practices another sport such as football,aerobics or cycling .
I suggest everyone to exercise because this way we can be healthier and more lively.
Diana Popescu, 17, Romania

Hello! My name is Merve. I am 15 years old. I attend Niyazi Türkmenoğlu High School which is
situated in Van. Before this hobby I was using my computer a lot but now I know that using
computer can be harmful to my health and my time and because time and health are the most
important things in our lives so I decided to take up an old hobby.
When I was ten or eleven, I loved fruit so much. I always drew pictures of fruit and used
them as a kind of game. One day I saw my mother’s soap fruit and I liked it. When I saw how it
was produced I thought it was very easy. In order to do it, I needed soap, food height, handle and
fresh fruit. I bought these materials and I started to do it.
Firstly I plane soap and I add little water but not too much. Then I have a mixture like
dough. In the next step I shape the dough with my hands. After shaping the dough according to
the fruit I want to make, I start to paint the fruit their original colours.
At the beginning, I made strange shapes. But in time I obtained better ones and improved
my ability of performing this hobby. The shapes have been wonderful as I spent more time on it.
Even my uncle bit the fruit I made from soap because they were like real fruit. It is amazing and
funny.
I taught a lot of people how to do it. Me and my friends perform it as a free time activity.
In addition we noticed that we could make use of it. Especially we used it for the “exhibition for
homeless children“ and we raised a lot of money thanks to this hobby. As a result, I can give
guaranty that this is really great to try. What do you think, is it worth trying?
Merve, 15, Turkey
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success

Passion Flowers was presented to the governor
of
National
Education
in
Van,
Turkey
and representatives from the European Union
projects.
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Dear Readers!
It has been seven months of hard work but at the same time extreme pleasure to
make Passion Flowers bloom continuously. It is time to say goodbye and check out
all the great hobbies and activities which our wonderful students wrote about.
I would like to thank Serdar Takva for the constant support and friendship he gave
me during the project making, Iuliana Simeanu and the Friendship Club from Bulgaria, who made this wonderful magazine exist. Also, many thanks to all the students who contributed to Passion Flowers magazine and were eager to share their
hobbies and thoughts with the readers. You did an amazing job! And remember …
Don’t waste your time playing computer games! Try THIS instead!

Chief Editor Anna Krakowska-Nagi, Poland

Don’t waste your time playing computer games!
Try THIS instead!
Every student is different, but there are many who do
something creative and extraordinary. The girl scout,
a trumpet player or an Aikido practitioner. I'm sure you
all know many other special teenagers who could show

Chief editor:

others how to spend time in a different way, not only

Anna Krakowska-Nagi, Tychy, Poland

playing computer games. That is why we decided to
make a project about it. Students write articles concern-

Project founders:

ing their hobbies in order to encourage others to try new

Anna Krakowska-Nagi, Tychy, Poland

ways of spending free time. We'd like teenagers to real-

Serdar Takva, Van, Turkey

ise that something they do is extremely interesting and
beneficial not only for them but also for others. So, what

Partners:

are you waiting for? Check it out!

Iuliana Simeanu, Ramnicu Valcea, Romania
Petrova Veska, Sofia, Bulgaria

POETRY CORNER
These are flowers of the passion,
We all may feel inside.
Dancing, playing , painting, singing,
Knitting, marbling, photo making,
Fantasy and art alive.
Science, sports, drama and fashion
In three words: flowers of passion!
Teacher: Iuliana Simeanu, Romania

